Central Texas Regional SWAT Team assist Leander Police in apprehension of wanted person from previous shooting incident

(Media Release - Leander, Texas – Friday, Sept. 13, 2019 05:29 am)

***Update***

Several hours after negotiations began, communication broke down between SWAT negotiators and Lawrence. The SWAT Team then deployed gas inside the residence and Lawrence surrendered to police several minutes later. Now that Lawrence is safely in custody, he will be transported to the Williamson County Jail. All residents are free to resume their normal activities. Nothing further at this time.

***Update***

Central Texas Regional SWAT Team and Leander Police are on scene with wanted person from previous shooting incident

***Media Release - Leander, Texas – Friday, Sept. 13, 2019 3:54 am***

On Sept. 13, 2019 at approximately 01:18 am, Leander police arrived at a residence in the 500 block of Emma Rose Trail to serve a felony arrest warrant for 27-year old Brennon Lawrence for Deadly Conduct (3rd Degree Felony.) Lawrence is the suspect in an investigation from the previous evening where he allegedly shot at a neighbor during a dispute near the intersection of Emma Rose Trail and Mason Street. No one was injured during this altercation.

Because of the seriousness of the allegations against Lawrence and the fact that he was believed to still be armed and potentially dangerous, Leander police requested assistance from the Central Texas Regional SWAT Team (CTRS) who are now on scene. SWAT negotiators are currently working towards a peaceful resolution to this incident. Leander police are asking all residents in the area to remain inside their homes at this time. More information will be provided once it becomes available.

Lieutenant Jackson Mitchell is serving as PIO for this incident. He can be contacted at 512-528-2800 or jmitchell@leandertx.gov